Introduction
In this paper we apply the results of [1] and [3] to the case of the spaces My• , My^ of multifunctions. All definitions and theorems connected with the idea of Musielak-Orlicz space can be found in [2] .
Let I be a bounded interval. Let (/, n) be the Lebesgue measure space. Let X be a real separable Hilbert space with the norm || o
We denote by L V (I, X) the Orlicz space of all strongly measurable functions x : I -* X for which the number ||z||" = inf{r > 0 : / 7 y( "^H* )dft < 1}, is finite, where <p is a iV-function i.e. ip : R R+,<p(u) is an even convex function, equal zero iff u = 0, lim u _o ^^ = lim«-,;*, ^^ -oo. It is known that (L V (I,X), 11 o 11 is a Banach space. We shall denote by A) the closure in L V (I,X) of the set of all bounded functions. We will apply the following theorem from [3] 
s £ D and every bounded subset Z of X, where /3(Z) is a measure of noncompactnes of Z (see [3], p. 239). Then for any p € E V (D,X) there exist an interval J = [0,a] and a function u € L^(J,X)
which satisfies the equation
for a.e. t £ J. In addition, under the assumption C4. J = D.
Main Definitions
Let y be a real separable Hilbert space. Let 0 denotes the zero element in Y. Let
M(I,Y) = {x : I
Y : x is strongly measurable},
M(I, R) = {q : I -• R : q is measurable},

MY(I) = {F : I -* '2 y : F(s) is nonempty for every s G /,
closed and bounded for a.e. s G /}.
We denote for all a G F, r > 0, fl(a,r) = {a; G 7 : ||x -a||y < r}, Let:
If F,G G and F(t) = G(i) for a.e. t G /, then F = G m M\{I). In the set My{I) we introduce the operations Q : Rx My(I) -• My(I), © : My(I) x My(I)
Mf(J) as follows: let
for every s G I, if
G(s) = B(aa Fl (s),ar Fl (s))
for every s G I. It is easy to see that F, G G My(I). Let now
The spaces My (I) and M Ylfi (I) will be called the Orlicz spaces of vector multifunctions (see [1] ).
On the operator H Let H : I x Y -> Y and let H(F)(t) = {H(t,x) : x G F(<)} for every < G /, F <= My(I).
In [1] is proved the following 
)||y = ||//(s, J/)||y for every s € /, e) for every t £ I and every y £Y there is x £Y such that y = II(t,x).
ThenK:M°YJI)^M°YJI). 
Remark 2. Let C(F)(t) = H(F + (~a F ))(t) for every t <E I, where F(t) = B(ap(t), rp(t)) for every t € /. If the assumptions of Lemma 1 hold, then
C : - M°YJI).
On the operator T
Let D = [0, d], 0 < d < 00. Let A' : D x D ->
(q)(t)= J K(t,s)q(s)ds 0 for every t € D.
Let x : D -> Y be strongly measurable. We introduce the operator A 2 by the formula: for every s e D. We introduce the operator T by the formula:
\0 \ijiK(t,s)\\x(s)\\yds=:00
if ^CfX*) = oo for every s € D. 
F(t) = P(t) © A(a F )(t) © 6(C(F))(t) for a.e. t G D.
Proof. From the assumptions A 2 : L*{D,Y) L*(D,Y). So B(C) : My^{D) -> My v (D).
So we must solve two equations 
